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Turn Science Into Action
 Join us in tackling the world’s water and climate challenges
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Passionate about making a difference for the environment?




Learn how to use science to address complex ecosystem and climate issues at the nation’s only school of freshwater sciences.




Located on the shores of Lake Michigan, our school offers a unique opportunity to study complex freshwater ecosystems and resources, weather patterns and climate change. You’ll learn how to apply science toward policy to address the environmental challenges our communities face. 




The School of Freshwater Sciences offers bachelor’s, master’s, accelerated master’s and doctoral degree programs in freshwater sciences and atmospheric science. Discover your path to making a difference. 
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Freshwater Sciences Programs
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Spotlight Stories



	[image: ]UWM School of Freshwater Sciences Offers Rewarding Learning Experience"There's a lot of opportunities for hands-on work here. A lot of the professors are really passionate about what they do, and they really want to teach the next generation". Charlie, a freshwater program student, shares about his research and experiences at the School of Freshwater Sciences.


	[image: ]Dive into the UWM School of Freshwater SciencesStudents share their firsthand experiences with hands-on research opportunities, the close relationships they've built with faculty, and how the school prepares them for impactful careers.


	[image: Antoni Haupt and Jeff Houghton on boat]Dive into Hands-On LearningFreshwater science students and an alumnus share how the hands-on coursework prepares undergraduates for the workforce.











[image: Sandra McLellan]National Center of Excellence for Wastewater Surveillance 
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50+Years of Great Lakes Research









Interested in Hands-On Research?




Our scientists study everything from aquaculture to emerging contaminants, from ecosystem health to weather forecasting and climate change projections. The school’s unique location lets you explore a variety of water systems, including the Great Lakes and a confluence of three urban rivers. Plus our Atmospheric Science program is a leader in weather and climate research.




With access to state-of-the-art labs and equipment, a genomics center and research vessels, you will have opportunities to develop skills in the latest scientific techniques. 




Learn more about the current opportunities for students to get involved in research.
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News



	[image: ]Kohler Trust for Clean Water donation of $1.3 million for RV Maggi SueApril 3, 2024

	[image: ]Scanlan and Lee Published in Journal of Environmental and Administrative LawMarch 26, 2024

	[image: ]Roebber and Bootsma Interviewed for WUWM Series on Warm WintersMarch 14, 2024

	[image: ]Position Announcement for Research Vessel EngineerMarch 11, 2024

	[image: ]Bootsma Featured in Fondriest Collection of Best PublicationsMarch 4, 2024








Upcoming Events



	Apr15
Freshwater Colloquium: Sanda Ojiambo
April 15, 2024, 5:00pm - 6:30pm


	Apr15
Thunderstorms, Stoves, and a Dash of Python: The Technology Odyssey of Innovative Weather
April 15, 2024, 7:00pm - 8:00pm


	Apr16
414 for UWM Panther Party
April 16, 2024, 12:00pm - 2:00pm


	Apr20
Spring Cleanup with Student Water Council
April 20, 2024, 9:00am - 12:00pm


	Apr22
Freshwater Colloquium: Environmental Bisphenol A Exposure, Heritable Epigenetic Memories, and Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease
April 22, 2024, 3:00pm - 3:50pm







UWM Report



	[image: ]$1.3 million gift moves UWM closer to new research vesselApril 2, 2024

	[image: ]UWM meteorologist finds a way to keep score of the weather with ‘weathergami’February 8, 2024

	[image: ]Fall Awards recognize long years of service to UWMOctober 26, 2023
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								School of Freshwater Sciences

Great Lakes Research Facility

600 E Greenfield Avenue

Milwaukee, WI 53204
	Map
	414-382-1700
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